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A study of the .-elationshlps between wind, ver-

tical temperature data, and twenty-four hour sulfur

dioxide concentration dhta, collected from Decemoer 5,

1963 to February 28, 1963, was made. The sulfur dioxide

anmplas were collected at twenty sampling site& in the

St. Louis metropolitan area.

KMOX-IV tower, located in tbe central commercial

and industrial aection of the metropolitan area, was in-

strumented with three aspirated theorvl senaing unitse

placed at 127, 249, ande4trfet above the ground. Two

anemometers were installed, one at the 127 foot level

and one at the 452 foot level. Wino•'cording stations

in north, west and south sections of the metropolitan

area were utilized. The recorded meterorological data

were reduced to average hourly values by the Public

Health Service's, Taft Sanitary Jngineering Center,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The assumption of uniform sulfur dioxide pollution

during the twenty-four hour period was made. The tempera-

ture-differences recorded at tbe WV tower were classified

into five stability categories; superadiaoatic dry-adia-

batis, lapse, isothermal, and inversion. The wind data

were reduced to sixteen direction Intervals.

.The sulfur dioxide concentrations were related to
the• ltyo bgreeb e nd wAd d1,ecjn. The average

pollution concentration was determined for each stability

category and wind interval at each sampling site. The



four highest average conctntrations, taken from pol-

lution roses, generally indicated the center of the

metropolitan srta as the primary pollution source.

A large number of the stronger than average ooncen-

trations occurred in other than stable conditions.

This would indicated that Ofumigation" I* an Important

process in this area.

An analysis of the vertical temperature

structure, recorded by the thermal sensing units on

the Xý!OX TV tower, showed the 249-41"2 feet layer to be

more unstable than the 127-249 feet layer when hourly

frpquencies of the stability categories were considered.

An atmopheric stability, topography, and sulfur dioxide

relationship showed all sampling sites located above

500 feet mean sea level experienced maximum avera6e

stability-concentrations only durIn% stable conditions

In the 249-542 feet layer. There was no build-up in

. the sulfur dioxide concentrations indicated during the

longer stable periods.
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CONMILZ: I011S AND SYMBOLZ

COil is defined as coefficiont of haze.
COH.I0O lOglo Intensity of transmitted light through

the clean paper
Intensity of transmitted light through
the soiled paper. (33)

Concentrati':n-day--corresponde to time sulfur dioxide
samplers were started and stopped. 1400 to 1400
twenty-four hours later.

HT--the difference between two levels in feet.

F--degrees Fahrenheit.
Lapse Rate Classification:

D--dry-adiabatic
L--lapee (between dry-adiabatic and isothermal)
Is--isothermal
S-- superadiabatto

M:PH--miles per hour

MSG--missing data

PPRM--parts per hundred million

MSL--mean sea level

PP-!--parts per million

SITh--sulfur dioxide sampling site listed in Appendix

STATIO.N-wind recording stations listed in Appendix
TAI,--12?-452 foot ] yer on KMOX TV Tower
THL--249-452 foot &yer on KNOX TV Tower
TLL--127-249 foot layer on KMOX TV Tower

Time will be in the 2400 hour clock Central Standard Time

Wind Observing Stations

W-I Lindbergh High School
W-2 State Highway Patrol Station (Ballas Ra d

and Highvay 40)
W-3 Eazelwood High School
W-4 Bottom IMOX TV Tv er
W-5 Top KMOX TV Tower
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The problea of air pollution is not what one

would call a new one. Wood was "the fuel" through

earlier periods of history; as the forests became

denuded a need for a substitute arose. With the

introduction of coal, approximately in the 13th

century, the problem of air pollution was born. Coal
was considered an "unnatural" fuel; its sulfurous com-

bustion products confirmed its suspected association

with anticlerical forces. The use of coal gave rise to
ndtighborhood "action committeesm to protest against its

s• dent pollution of the atmosphere*

In England, Germany and elsewhere on the con-

tinent various limitations to the use, importation, and

transportation of coal were proclaimed. In isolated in-
stances there is evidence that capital penalties were

imposed (5).

Earlier efforts at control centered around smoke

primarily and later gases; principally, sulfur dioxide.

Chambers (5) relates,

"In 1661 a most remarkable pamphlet
was published by royal command of
Charles II. It consisted of an es-
say entitled, 'Fumifugium: or the
Inconvenience of the Air and Smoke
of London Dissipated; together with
some remedies Humbly Proposed,'
written by John Evelyn. It is un-
fortunate that the author's 17th

1
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Century style has attracted more
attert ion in the 20th Century
than has the content of his paper.
Evelyn clearly recognized the

sources, and the broad aspects of
the control problem, to an extent
not far surpassed today except for
detail and for chemical and physio-
logical terminology.

Hammon et al (14) compared minimum temperatures,

from 1891 to 1895 inclusive, between a Forest Park Me-

teorologioal observatcr y, located about one half mile

from the mid point of the east park boundary, and the

United States Weather Bureau Station, located at Eighth

and Olive Streets in St. Louis.

The Weather Bureau instrument shelter was situ-

ated 110 feet above street level and 10 feet above a

copper roof. In contrast t.e Forest Park shelter was

10 feet above the sod.

An average difference of plus 4.67 in minimum

temperatures was noted for the urban area compared to

Porest Park. This evidenced the heat island phenomena.

Hammon et al commented that the excess smoke over the

city was probably the cause for the difference. Thin

is one of the earlier published air pollution observa-

tions in St. Louis.

G. V. Williamson (38), in an address to the 56th

Annual Meeting of the Air Pollution Control Association

in 1964 commented,
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WAir Pollution control (with very
few exceptions such as the special
field of fallout) is concerned to,
shall we say, the lowest 1500 yards
of our atmosphere. Nor is it con-
cerned, despite occasional efforts
to so extend it, to every part of
our land mass, ur 48 states. It
can be pinpointed to a limited
number of isolated places and, by
all odds, mostly to air within a
few miles beyond the periphery of
larger cities. Circles of perhaps
a twenty mile radius would cover
the preponderant numbers of major
centers.*

These limitations of Williamson do not seem to

be warranted by the facts. During this authorls three

year residence at Portsmough, New Hampshire, as a me-

teorologist, visibility was frequently reduced by

pollutants which migrated a minimum of forty miles so

that a good rule of thumb for visibility forecasting

was, 'Under anticyclonio influence and a sustained

southerly to southwesterly flow of twenty-four hours or

more decrease the normal ten miles plus visibility to

six or seven miles and after forty-eight hours decrease

it to a maxiium of four to five miles." The cause of

the decreased visibility did not originate within twenty

miles, but from a part of the megaopolis %hich extends

from Boston to Washington, D. C.

The Los Angeles Basin and the Oxnard Plain are

separated ,by an extension of the San Gabriel Mountains.

The author of this thesis was a forecaster at Oznard Air
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Force Base, California for two years. Forecasters, at

Oxnard, noted that a sustained southeasterly flow

along the coast advected the pollution thirty to forty

miles from the Los Angeles Basin into the Oxnard Plain.

Here, too, the arrival of pollution drastically reduces

visibility.

Bringing the problem closer to home, in April,

1964, while flying bitween St. Louis and Cincinnati,

this author followed the metropolitan St. Louis smoke

plume to a power plant located on the Wabash River, Just

northeast of Hutsonville, Illinois, a distance of one

hundred forty miles. The plume was still well defined.

Due to more pressing matters, I was forced to discontinue

my observation. As recently as 1000 Cent:'al Standard

Time, 20 February 1965, while flying to Memphis, this

author noticed a well defined smoke plume passing over

Blytheville, Arkansas. The smoke was streaming up from

the south-southeast. I followed it to a factory located

on the northern outskirts of Memphis. The distance

travelled was in excess of fifty miles. These are but

four examples of pollution extending well beyond the

twenty mile limit as proposed by Williamson.

To what degree these constitute a health hazard

has jet to be determined. Thus, we cannot pull our heads

into our shells claiming only a relatively small area is
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affected, and likewise, we cannot gallop off on our

uhite chargers and indiscriminately place limitations

on industry, or for that matter, on the automobile,

bus and truck drivers or the heating of residences, etc.

The metropolitan area needs industry, as much as indus-

try needs the metz politan area. The basic aspsct of

the complex problem of air pollution demands urgent

attention. We must come to an understanding on the ra-

dical implications of air pollutim ; to set realistic

standards, as well as reasonable and economical control

methods.

It is hoped that this paper will reveal some of

the meteorological factors that influence variatiaas of

sulfur dioxide conoentrati( a in the St. Louis Metro-

politan area.
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BUVIVEW OF E•iA•.D LIiiM•ATURE

G i-IHAL

The fatalities associated with the infamous smgs

of Deoember, 1952 at London, 6ngland and at Donora,

Pennsylvania in October, 1948 have drawn attention to

the health aspects of air pollution. T.he undeuirability

of sulfur dioxide In the atmosphere has been recognized

because of its highly irritating effect on the respira-

tory system, its adverse effect on plant life in concen-

trations as low as 0.3 PPM. An insidious side of air

ppllution Is that of property dam@a. It is estimated

the annual cost to the nation Is over $ll billion.

"*Sulfur dioxide, a eommon contaminant
In the air of virtually a 1 towns and
cities, causes deterioration of many
materials. It attacks metalsp parti-
cularly 3on and stool. Limestone,
marble, fO'ofing slate, mortar, and
other carbonate-containing stone, are
partially converted to water-soluble
sulfates, whiah are leached away by
rain. Sulfur dioxide has an affinity
for 3eatherp causing it to weaken and
rot. Costly damase to upholstery and
book bindings has been produced by
its action. Cotton, wool, and nylon
are all weakened by sulfur dloxide.0
(30)

Bionstoek, Field and Benson (4) point out that

since World War I1 therv has been an increased usage of

low sulfur content fuels. But as these fuels besoms less

available and fuel demands become greater, more higher-

sulfur content fuels must be used. Though the"e has

been an improvement in recent years on the sulfur dioxide

emission by use of lo-',.-sulfur fuels, the problem again
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.oomm on the borison. there are two general methods

of approach to the control of sulfur dioxide *mission

into the atmosphere; either by removal of sulfur from

the fuel ;rior to combustion, or by removal of sulfur

dioxide erom the products of combustion. Bionstook,

Field and Benson discuss various processes for both

types of control. It is pointed out in their discus-

sion that there Is concern of dopletion of the sources

of raw sulfur for use in industrial proeosses, and yet,

i19 the United States, the total saount of sulfur *Lttod

to the air by burning fuels Is larger than the amount

of raw sulfur mined plus the amount imported.

Fletcher (12) analysed the "Donor& Smog Disaster"

showing the primary causes to beo

1. Portion sources nearby and active#

2. Topography,

3. The lower atmospherele layers having

great stability, and weak winds blowing from the pl-

lutant source,

4. Humidity In the lowest 2k yore such that

fogs formed and persisted.

5. Large scale synoptic conditions were

stagnant for a minimum of four days.

Church (6) classified smoke plumes according to

visible characteristics (figure 2) and analysed these

classifications for typical occurrence, stability, wind,

turbulonoe conditions, characteristie dispersion, and
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ground contact. It should be noted, invisible emitted

eases will aseum these same dispersion characteris-

tics under like atmospheric conditions.

Thus, it is evident, the relationsaIp of the

hel6ht of the emittin, stack to that of tho inversion Is

most Important. One cannot stop with the mere helght

of the stack# but must consider the virtual stack height,

dependent on:

a* volume rates be effluent teaperature,

a. ambient air temperature, d. sjAblent air temperature*

lap&* rate, e. effluent densitj at a stated temperature,

f. effluent velocity, g. wind speed, ho stack diameter.

rean et al (8) Investigated a very seviro pol-

lution problem associated with a smelter at Trail Britieh

Columbia, Canadap located in the Columbia River Valley*

Hoewson and Gill (8) performed a very detailed analysis

on the meteorologioal variants. It was determined that

there were several types of atmospheric pollution traps.

One, that o'0 an inversion capping the area with light

winds below the Inversion allowing little lateral and

vertical diffusion and the pollution extending from

the ground to the base of the inversion. A secona type

known as "fumigation" Is shown by the sequence of events

In fieure 1. An isothermal layer, or inversion layer, must

be situated a snort distance above the top of a smoke

stack. The emitted pollution stabilises at the "virtual

stack height (6)." The only dispersion is due to the

wind, which Is usually light. Thus, there is a high
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sonoentration of pollution aloft. The sun heats the

surfaseo which in turn beats the layer of surface air9

producing a superadiabatic condition# and marked tur-

bulense. As the upper boundary of the turbulent sur-

face layer moves upward into the layer of higaly

concentrated pollutants aloft, then the pollutants very

rapidly descend, producin- nearly sgsaialtaneous fumiga-

tion over the area. As the upper boundary of the

turbulent layer continues to rise upward# diffusion of

the &as proceeds1 leading to exponentially decreasing

surface concentration, thereafter. This author noted a

condition of this type at 'Awelfth and Market Streeo

during January# 1964 at #900 hours. The amoke billowing

downward appeared as a well developed mammatus type

cloud. When it reached the surface, the air became very

acrid and caused one to cough. The visibility at street

level prior to the fumigation was at least three miles.

With the advent of fumigation, the visioility decreased

to at beat one-half mile.

Gartrell et. al. (13) attempted to derive a

formula which would Live ground Uvel sulfur dioxide

eoncentrations resulting from single source emitters.

Applying Sutton's (32) diffusion equation to averaged

conditions, they found fair correl tion# but When

applied to specific instances, they found wide discre-

pancies. They were dealin6 with concentration changes

of intervals hourly or less. It was pointed out that
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stacks, which emit below an Inversion, frequently send

up gases which are hot enough to break throug Inver-

sions; thus, deoreasinr the concentrations in the lower

level below antlolpatcd values.

Hosler (20) compiled seasonal and annual fro-

quencies for low levfl inversions over the United States.

The data consisted of two year samples, and he considered

only the frequency of Inversions and/or Isothermal laycrs

bbsed at or below 500 feet above station elevation. The

nocturnal period was considered stable if an Inversion

was observed on the soundin.6s. he did not consider any

dayli6ht inversions, he felt the above assum.ption did

not seriously invalidate his findinxs throut-h comparison

0o selected instrumented towers and close by radiosonde

observations. This author feels It would certainly weigh

the observations toward Increased Inversion frequency.

Statistical study was "ado of the relationship of night

time cloud cover and wind speed to inversion frequency.

Voor correlation was found between these parameters for

all seasons. It was noted that the radiosonde stations

located at airports are located on the outskirts of

cities; thus, the inver.sion frequencies are representative,

for the most part, of nocturnal Inversions of a semi-

rural or suburban area. Consequently, one would expect

to find lower frequencies for central city arpa due to

mpchanical turbulence and heat effects imposed by large

metropolitan area.
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Landaberg (21) shows the following effset of a

typically large city on the average climatio condi-

tions in rural area.

Taole 1. Climatic Comparison Urban vs Rural

Pollution: Combustion Change Compared to
Nuclei hural Area

so02 auout 15 times more

O 2 aoout 5 times more

CO about 10 tiAes more
Smoke several 100 percent more

Temperature.:
Annual mean: +1 to +1.5 P
Winter mznlnumu; +2 to +3 P

Wind Sp ed:
Mean -25 percent
Extreme$ -20 percent
Calms +5 to +20 percent

hand (15) on comparing downtown Boston with the

Blue Hill Observatory ten miles to the south-wouthwest

determined that the city receiied approximately eighteen

percent less insolation than Blue Hill.

Nelburg*er (25) on comparing c4ntaminants from

combustion of coal, oil and natural gas In industrial

boiler (in lbe/10 3TU): Sulfur dioxide, coal-4.14,

oil 17.5, and natural gas 0.02, we see the more smoke

producing fuels produce more sulfur dioxide. It appears

to be logical to assume that an increase or decrease of

smoke shoul be proportional to an increase or decrease

of sulfur dioxide.

The thermal structure, uoth vertical and horlaontal,

were sbudied by Dukokrth and Sandberg (10) in three ur-

ban communities In California near San Francisco. Their

study showed not only that k rge temperature
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&radiants occurred at nibht botween open and urbhn area,

but also trint tnis tesybrature cffect frequently caused

instabilit, up to about three tioses the roof hoijht.

1he study, whicn included Sari Jose arid Palo Alto,

California# also related tne magnitude of this UoutinL

effect to tur size of the city; the mzre dei'oloped the

city, tlie .Acre it modified Its atmosphere; thus, ao-

cording to this study the lar•6r the city, the less

likely for it to havo surface inversions. This con-

elusion was oased on three criteria.

I. Ite least distanoe in miles alon6 which

a 1F temperature ohanre was observed, based on measure-

ments from tnG ibland center,

g. Toe &mQ6&nt ol contious are&, in square

miles, enclosed by the isotheru. teat wua jius 2 F treater

than the mean for the city, as based on maximum and Alnl-

rum temperatures,

3. Ti2e difference between the maximum and mini-

mum temperatures recorded in tae observed areas.

Baulch (3) investiFated sulfur dioxide concentra-

tions and their relation to the flucuation of wind

directions. He found tue more variable wind directions

resulted In smaller silfur dioxide concentrations.

DeMarrais (9) In examinine the vertical tempera.

ture canaes over urban areas and open country, dia-

ooverdd a great difference between the two. Unpopulated

areas show surface inversions almost nirhtly and supera-

diaoAtic layse rates exist during the clear daylight hours.

Tne urban data other than being buperadiabatic during
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dayl1iht hours showed no other general feature.

Nocturnal inversions rarely occurred from 60 to 524 feet.

He sad* no attompt to correlate tower data with pol-

lutant conoentrations.

Usina the followin6 assu:.ption: that venti-

lation accom.plished only by wind, a square city, an

inversion limitin6 vertical escape of Sas, & pollutant

source over the ent' 'q area, an emission Bixed Immedi-

ately after release Into the cities volume atmosphee,

Os1th (28) derived the for.ulaxe :054k as an aid to

determine the order of magnitude of pollutant concen-

tration equilibrium where time is larEe. S Is equal

to the side of city (kilometers), t is time (secoonds),

4ithe mean windspeed (meters/second), 4 \ the hei~ht of

the inversion (meterg),Xethe pollutant concentration

(Brams/cubic meter). He further determined the tine

required to achieve ninety percent ofteie given by

iirDi S O Sz. Lz.UIS

St. Louis has been aware of its pollution prob-

lem as early as the late 1800's. The first major step

toward control of poilution came with the enactment of

the Smoke Abatement Legislation in 1939. St. Louis was

one of the few cities, out of twenty-four listed, that

showed an increase in visibility during the time of the

study period (19). The years cowpared were 1930 to

1938 inclusive versus 1958 to 1960 inclusive.
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This points to the beneficial results from the logisla-

tion, It was estimated the smoke was reduced by

seventy-five percent.

Schuememan (27) discussing the results of a

1936-37 and 1950 study of sulfur dioxide concentration

In $t. Louis noted an average reduction of 83 pereent

during the winter months. Schuemoman observe*

"*..wind velocity does not affeet
sulfur dioxide concentrations to
any extent during the sumner but
during the winter there is a de-
aided trend towards lower concentra-
tions with higher wind velocities&"

M••rino (24) attempted to correlate the sulfur

dioxide concentration measured at a single station with

various wiather parameters$ measured In the neighboring

vicinity. He found seasonal and diurnal variations of

sulfur dioxide amounts, variations with wind directions,

with wind velocities, variations with pressure and

hmidityp variations with temperature and precipitation

moun ts*,

Barnum (2) attempted to correlate single station

COH values with rains wind direction, pressure, speci-

fic humidity and temporal changes in the forementloned

parameters. Results were disappointing, but this au-

thor feels the primary problem was the location of the

sampler. It was located In the center of the heaviest

polluted area and thus variations due to the wind di-

rection, etc., would be slight* klebley (16) also
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concurred with thasp

"The condition of concentrations of
impurities in the center of an in-
dustrial or emittance area is more
or less constant no matter how the
wind changes its direction."

Temporal changes yielded very poor correlations also.

Although Barnum was sampling particulate matter (COH),

this author concluded earlier, sulfur dioxide should

be directly related to the amount of smoke produced.

The mesometeorological circulation in the

Mississippi River Bottoms (Cahokia Bottoms) was ex-

amined by Arnold (1). He instrumented the WSW Radio

Tower with three anemometers located 15, 110, and 220

feet above the ground. Also, a Gelman Automatic Photo-

tape Sampler Recorder was situated 15 feet above the

ground. The WEW tower is six and one-half miles

slightly south of due east from the KMOX TV Tower.

WEW is located at the intersection of Bunkum Road and

Harding ditch. Among Arnold's findings were;

1. Wind at the WEW tower site varied from

the winds of the Weather Bureau at Lambert Field forty-

four percent of the time at night and thirty-four per-

cent by day.
2. The temperature at WEW varied from downtown

temperature, recorded on top of the United States Court

and Custom House Building, a mean of -7 F to a maximum

of -15 F on nights with calm or light wind condi-

tions. The convection associated with the large
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temperature differential resulted In a flow towards

the saitiest heat Island".

3., Inverslons we"e quite commom in the

Bottom,. ** uring the period studied, Inversions of o

or more oaourred almost two-thirds of the inrninas with

thegresat magnitude of 27 Fe Lighty persent of the

Inversion magnitudes were below the tops of the sur-

rounding hills having 600 feet elevations.

4. An unexpeoted finding showed that most

smoke partioulate matter, collooted at the WLW site,

oame under seuthwesterly circulation, I.eo not from

the direotion of the niax:iua emittanoo. This indi-

cated a ooauntorflow undero the Inversien*



3TAASMhEN OF PROBLEM

How do tls temperature lapse rates; determined

from temperature-differencos, measured at three levels

on an Instrumented V.OX TV Tower in downtown Ste Louis

(located at 13th and Cole Streets); and winds observed

at the Tower and three other locations In the mtropo-

litan areap relate to the twenty-four hour sulfur

dioxide concentrations sampled at twenty sites in. the

metropolitan c.rea?
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CHAPTER Ii

TKH DA Th

TdE SULFUR DIOXIDE LATA

Tbe United States Public oiealth •ervice, An

cooperation with local a~oncies, is conduatin6 an ex-

tenolve air pollution study in the St. Louis-Last at,

Louis Metropolitan Area. Th. sulfur dioxide data from

the multi-station samplin6 network used in this study

were collected during tas period December, 1963 through

February, 1964. The aerometric data from this sampling

network 41l provide a reliable scientific means of

computing specific ambient pollution concentration

based on diffusion related to known source emisslons*

and given meteorologieal parameters (11). These data

will also provide basic information to assist in

establishing sulfur dCoxid, air quality standards in

the future and to aid in air resource management ac-

tivities.

SAMPLIM SITES AND 3AI•PLINU PERIODS

Ambient concentrations of any air pollutant is

a consequence of source emssalon stren~th and ths As-

persion capaoil.lty of the atnosjphere. It was therefore,

* The Sulfur Dioxide emission inventory is beint
collected at this tie..

k0
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deemed desirable to measure ambient concentration of

sulfur dioxide during the season of relative maximum

concentration; a compromise of highest emission at the

source and greatest atmospheric stability,

The sampling operation was cyoled on the basis

of a pollution day. The sampling time began and ended

at 1400 local time each day. The concentration of sul-

fur dioxide i' in the middle of the usual daily inter-

val of low concentration at this time (24)(27). This

allows the sampling cycle to run from daily low conoen-

tration to daily low concentration, thereby reducing the

ahance of changing collection bubblers on the instrument

in the middle of the diurnal concentration peak. A

total of 1p429 twenty-four hour samples were taken and

analyzed during the December, 1963 to February, 1964

operations. The geographical locations and area olassi-

fication of the twenty stations operated during the

1963-64 sampling season, are included in Appendix A.

elevations are shown in figure 3.

SULFUR DIOXIDE GAS SAMPLER

A twenty-four hour gas sampler was located at

each of twenty sampling sites, figure 4a and 4b. The

sampling units were mounted on utility poles at appro-

ximately 10 feet above ground level. This was high

enough to discourage tampering, yet low enough to be
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safely accessible for daily servicing. 12eotrie

power was provided# for the vacuum punpo through a

grounded thirty ampere cirouit breaker box mounted on

the poles The circuit breaker was connected to the

pole's secondary electrical lines. The samplers were

essentially the basis sampling unit employed in the

National Air Sampling Network Ga Sampling Program (26)

modified to sample for a single gaseous air pollutant.

The sampler consists of a bubbler eollection unit and

an external vacuum pump, that operated twenty-four

hours a day, to move the sapiled air through the sol-

lootor° The gas passes through the bubbler and a

critical conneoting orifice to the vacuum pump. The

oritleal connecting orifice, a 271-guaOse 5/8 inch hy-

podermle needle, was seleotedl it delivered a mximuma

flow of 190 to 210 milliliters per minute at an opera-

tion vaeuum of 20 inches of mercury or better. The total

volume of air sampled by a buboler was approximately 290

liters. The critical airflow throud each needle was

measured against a calibrated flowmeter before and after

each sample was collected. The m~ximua allowable flow

rate reduction was ten purcent. Under siallar sampling

eonditions in Nashville, Stalker et al (30) estimated a

+10 percent experimental error for the determination of

free ataospheric sulfur dioxide. The calibrated flow

rate, before and after sampling, was recorded.

Sample loses resulted from varying reasons:

malfunction of vast .u pump, taopering by inf Sera and
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-.0

Figure 5. Twenty-four hour sulfur dioxide
concentrations In PPHM.

~Isopleths of defini.te values
M M Isopleths of probable values
Isopleth values from median values for 20 locations
from December 1, 1963 to February 29, 1964.
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freesing of moisture in aaimplr lines. The ambient

air temperature varied from a low of -6 F to 7(41.

Freezing was avoided by nountin6 two 30 watt resistanee

type heaters in the sampler. These thezmmstatically

oontrolled elements maintained an average temperature

of 75 F in the oampbrso

The sampler employs the chemical absorption

principle, usin& selective liquid reagent filled bub-

biers. Sulfur dioxide is strippoe from the sampled

air stream by the complex action o1 sodium tetraohloro-

mourate absorbing reagent.

ANALYSIS

The collected samples wore sent dail$ to the

Rtobert A. Toft Sanitary En,6ineoring Center& Cincinnati&

Ohio for aralyala. The analytical method used was that

of West and Qaske (36) as modified for the Auto-ana-

ljzer by ieloh and Terry (35). The results were reported

In microgram per cubic meter and parts per hundred

million. The twenty-four hour median values for

twenty sites are Indicated in figure 5*

Kt1(X. TV 1'UwLR iXSMTRLINATIOX

The KMOX IN Tower Is loeated in the commercial

and industrial distrust of t. Seouisa 13th and Cole

Streetp centrally lc.ated with respect to the metropo-

litan area. It is located on the DMOX TV 3tudios
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(height 38 feet) which has a roof of tar and brown

gravel (figure 8). To the north and to the east of

the tower is an asphalt parking lot.

She tower is instrumented with two wind re-

cording systems and a vertical-tomperature-differeneo

measuring system. The instruments were installed in

the spring cf 1963. They are attached to the northwest

corner of the tower. Exposure of the tower to atmos-

pheric flow is good except for the southeast quadrant.

Adjacent roofs are sp proximately 80 feet below the 127

foot tower level. To the a utheast the Poat Dispateb

building rises to approximately 60 feet above the street

level. Beyond that buildings gradually inureaae in

height (figures 7, d, 9, 10, 1i, 12# 13. 14).

T'Y,.PRA TURE-rIFFLRENCE INL'T jNri 3

The temperature-difference measuring system is

a Leeds and Northrup unit (34). It consists of three

shielded, aspirated thermotim units connected to a

Spoodom.x Type 0 recorder by means of a mineral Insu-

lated cable. The aspirated thermohm units are looated:

127 feet above the street level (466 feet above the

mean sea level), 249 feet above the street, and 452 foot

above the street. The recorder is located in the base-

ment of the studio building.

The temperature sensing element is a Leeds and

Northrup Thermohi Detector lype 8195-B 10 (34). The
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element is a copper wire resistor, having 100 ohms re-

sistance at 77 F. The response time is 40 seconds,

i.e. 90 percent of temperature change in stirred water

moving approzimately one foot per second occurs within

40 seconds. Limit of error is 0.5 F from ICO to 250 F.

The copper wire resistor is encased in a drawn brass

tube 15/32 inches outside diameter and 4 3/8 inches long.

The aspirated thermal shield (figure 15) pro-

teots the sensing element from sensing thermal condi-

tions other than ambient air. There has been a gradual

deterioration on the paint since installation. No at-

tempt has been made to determine the magnitude of this

effect. But it is felt it should fall within the error

limit of the sensing elements since the primary purpose

is determining the temperature difference and the ele-

ments' shield paint would deteriorate at the same rate,

hence causing little error.

The recorder is a Leeds and Northrup Speedomax

Type G (34). It records the temperature-difference be-

tween the 127 foot element and the 249 foot element; the

127 foot element and the 452 foot element. The chart

speed is three inches per hour. The temperature-

differences are recorded ever.y five minutes in tenths of

a degree Fahrenheit. The recording element cycles and

moves across the chart so as to print a number (I to 3)



arnd bosicie the numbpr a dot that records thp temper&ture-

difference fCor each layr-r. The traces bre then rrdjuced

to aversge hourly values by the equi-jr'-b me~thod described

In the wind section.

The te;.,-,rbturc sensin., elF(.-ts aire cbiiorbted

by im;:.frsiný :ach oflE In a stirred Ice zoatn. 7he masxim~rum

tei-EraturE 8;jA'bd allov-Ed IE,!jJ .- etwefn Leeds and

:*orthrup r'-corder and & mrrcury-in-wlass ther-o,,,,ter

(Fraduated In ten'hs of a dewrrp Fahrpnh~i)

Thr- three zendix 7rlrz wind transmittcre (Mo'lel

120D) are loc&eted 127 fr~t, 2r5-0 feet, and 4S. f1Ft above

the streret. These are each individially connected to

A4erovane recorodere loca ted In thp bui ldin~z ba serrent.

The windspred Is nieaiured by a six-oleaded liipE~l-

ler fastr-ncd to thiie ar~iture of a tachomete-r ~a,:net.o.

Ihe start s-.':d of thf& :.1erIs 1 ;/4 -iK-h and the

chbrt I s set to r,ýbd 1 "3/' ý:ih when wind i8 Callr. The

spefd of rot&±tlon of the Impeller (rotor) Is directly

p roportlonal to the an-Fd of thE. wind strikin;- the

blal-s; th,- volta.rP -en'rrated uy the maixneto. Is a

tion of t.',. wll-d sý7-d. Thre as-Pcd of th~e 'wInd Is markr-d

oy the recorder.

'olrn! drtinIs mrasurrd by a str,ýarr11~nrd vane

which Is cou-l1d to t~ie, rotor of a type I Ha Synclhro.

This synchro r-Dctrica1ly trbinB:.Itte the ijo-sitIon of



the vane to a I F synchro in the recorder; the angular

displacements are measured, transmitted and recorded.

The wind direction And wind speed were f!4 Into

an Aerovane ieoorder. There was a recorder for each

anemometer. Inked traces of wind speed and wind direc-

tion were simultaneously produced on a ootinuous paper

chart by the two-channel recorder. The recorder has a

wind srý-ed range of 0 to 100 , ?H recorded on the right

channel. Direction data fro-. 0 to 1r0 deerees Is re-

corded on the left channel. Thp chart drive rate Is

three Inches per hour.

WIN1, DATA

The win4 observin6 stations consist of the two

anemometers at K..CX rv Tower and one at each of the

following: LIndpcrgh rhigh ZchoQl, twelve miles south-

west of the K.CX TV Tower (W 1 on area map); .iseouri,

State HiPhway icatrol Station, thirteen and one half

miles west of the rv rower (W 2 on area map); end

tazel'wood M.i-h School, nine and one quarter -iAls from

the TV lover ('W 3 on er- & map). The anecometfrs are

lo.-ated aporoxi:rately fifty feet abcve ground level.

The wind equipment is the same as on the '.'V Tower. At

each of the outlying stations relative humidity and

temperature are also recorded on iBelfort Instrument

.orporatlon hybrotherz otraphs.
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The wind data eharts were reduced to average

hourly wind direction and wind speed at the Taft

Sanitary Engineering Center, Cinoinnatij Ohio. An

eqi•-area method was used. A cursor line was placed

on the direction and wind-speed lines so that there

was an equal area between the divided data lines and

the cursor line* This was done on a specially built

machine, "0soar Jay." The machine automatically re-

corded the data on machine punch cards. The hourly

data were recorded in miles per hour for speed and

in who~o degrees for direction,



(IiAP'LR III

ANALY3IS O1 DATA

POLLUTION ROS3

The use of a pollution rose in relating the

wind field to pollution concentrations and pollution

sources, is comson (7)M Pollution roses were computed

for the stations described in aerometrio section* Re-

for to Appendix B for fornat.

Tb' pollution rose used in this study consists

of a tabulation of wind direction at the aerometrie

stations and concentration categories for the sulfur

dioxide sampling sites* An average concentration for

each direction interval was caloulatede The oooentra-

tions (nicrogram per cubic ieter) are added for all

observations of each of the sixteen principal directions

of the compass. These concentrations "or each dirotion

are then divided by the numoer of observatiens for each

direction, yielding the average concentration-direction.

Since we are dealing with twenty-four hour concentrations,

it is felt that this is as manin~ful an analysis as

can DO maeee

A tabulation of' the four mazimium average eoncen-

tration-directions for eaoh station and site are shown

in Table 2. 1he sites are grouped aocording to their

man sea level* It was then determined whether the

concentration fell within one direction interval of the

36
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TABLE 2
FOUR MAXIMUM~ AVERAGE CONCENTRATION-DIRECTICNS
SULF~UR D)IOXIDE SiTr-'.iiNF) STATIOfI
400 TO 449 FEET MSL*
1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5
sw 8.465 S 8.171 SSE 9.6o5 SSE 8.655 Sw 9o165
SSW 7.820 SW 7.391 SSW 8.420 5 7.285 SSw 7.431
SE 7e743 SSW 7.137 SW 70(43 SE 7o273 c) 6.756
WSW 7.517 SSE 6.859) WSW 7.496 SW 69975 SSE 6.347
2-1 2-2 (1i) 2-3 2-4 2-5 (2)
W 8.166 W 7.371 w 8o617 WcSW 9o455 WSW 9o592
WNW 5.774 WNW 7.170o WNW 6098'4 W 59613 14 5.711
WSW 4.754 W SW 5.054 W r: 5 o r,4 S,.1 4.865 ENE 5*409
SSW 3.599 NE 4.111 SW 4.747 SSW. 4*015 NE 5.1;'2
4-1 4-2 4-3 4-4 4-5
SW 9.360 W' 8 '7F 0 S', 9./4 S* r.8 ,.! 9C1

SSW 8.533 S Sw boO54 v.,S,,. 9.084. S W 8.599 55 8.815
wsw 7.815 wcw~ 7,154 Sw- 9.683 S 8.024 CLM 7.166
CLM 6.130 CLM 6o44-1 CLM 6.62b C01 5.242 W.AW 6.215
6-1 1 6-2 6-3 (1) 6-4 6-5
WNW 5.006 NW 5*0n7 WcSW 5.561 W 6.025 W 5.822
WSW 4.944 WNW 5.rY)5 WNW 5.556 sw 4.762 WNW 5.698
CLM 4.827 WSW 4o876 W 4o738 WNW 4.696 SWI 4.946
NW 4.605 SW 4.430 ErSE 4,529 nSSW 4.598 WSW 4o592
16-1 16-2 16-3 16-4 16-5 (1i)
F)W 4.4C1 55W 3*878 C)w 3,.4l996 S 3.793 !!,W 3.992
SSW 4.026 SW 3.368 SW 3,728 Sw 3.376 55W 3*613
S 3.178 S 2*rf?7 S 3,012 SS5W 2o942 S 3.429
WSW 3.116 SSE 2.597 W"'11 2.764 SSE 2e317 ESE ?,00
18-1 18-2 18-3 18-4 18-53 (1J
Sw 5*385 SW 5o958 sw 5o759 sw5o691 CLYM 69375
WSW 5o210 CLMl 5*614 SSW 5.753 $ 5.363 SW 6*077
SSW 5.204 55W 4o936 ~'vSW 5o340 SW1 5*207 SSW 5.867
CL'I 5.089 W54J 4*.8H8 CLM 5.176 CLM 4.293 E 5*152
22-1 22-2 22-3 f. ) 22-1, 22-5
WSW 4.551 CL~A 5.761 WSW 5.766 SW 4.531 SW 5.340
W 4.504 W5tj 5*nr0 SWv 4.979 55ýW 4.234 CLM 5.041
SW 4.255 SW 49.7)5 ESE 4o641 W 4o225 WSW 4,771
CLM1 4 0 44 '.' 4,3-,B W 4.628 CLM1 49098 W 4.,577
?6-1 (f 26-? 26-2 26-4 26-5
N NE 4.309 NE 3959,5 N 3o896 N 3.385 NNE 4.215
N 4.001 1,1NE 3o434 r4E 3o735 INNE 3.097 NE 4.184
ESE 2.870 N 3.434 NrJ 2.*-7432 NNW 2.809 ENE 3*6 2 4
NNW 2*278 PE~ 2o6/#6 NF 2.642 NW 2.766 N 3*519
26-1 2F-2 28-3 28-4 28-5
5w 4.827 s w 4.307 S5% 4.95 b4 SW 4e634 SW 4.9l82
SSW 4*1934 S~. 3. )6 S w 4*488 35 W 4.039 SSW 4.393
WSW 3.769 "; 3.4?22w. 4.047 S 3.936 S 3e340
Sý 3,053- W-, 3*354 5 3.314 S; E 2.519 SS")E 2.9 76
30-1 ( 1) 310-? .3 )-3 30-4 30-5 )
SW 2.4n1 S 1.951 S55W 2.433 SW 29417 SW 2.720
ow ,;W 2.133 SI I 7.79 l 2.075; 1* :615 S SW 2 o287
SSW 1.618 1 o.723 W rW' 26424 W W 1.563 W S,/: 1 *672
N 1.477 S 1.3.,8 5 1.527 S 14#22* NNE 1.473
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TABLE 2 CONTINUED
400 TO 449 FEET VSL CONTTINUEr)
34-1 (1) 34-2 34-3 34-4 34-5 (1)
W 2.369 WSW 2.488 WSW 2.607 W 2.480 w 2.298
CLM 2.011 W 2.094 SW 2.379 WSW 2.072 WS 2.377
WSW 1.997 SW 29090 WNW 2.363 S;-! 2.006 WNW 2.262
tvNW 1.89t) WN4 2.011 4 2*341~ SSW 1*988 c5SF 2e152
38-1 (1 ) i8-? 38-3 (1 ) 3q-4 38-5
NNF 5.481 NE 5.956 N 5.141 NW 4.736 NE 5.651
N 4.103 Ni 4.927 NNE 4.222 INNE 5.050 ENE 59391
CLM 4.101 ENE 4.135 NNW 4.101 N 4.736 N 5.112
ENE 3.779 NNW 3.914 CLA 4.194 NNW 4.416 NNW .Q47
40-1 40-2 40-3 40-4 40-5 Ni)
w 2.650 NE 3.713 W 3.o19 NNE 2.732 NE 3.454
NNE 2.573 W 2.851 NE 2.881 wS-4 2.730 ENE 3.069
N 2.524 ENE 2.704 WSW 2.727 SW 2.559 W 2.588
ENE 2.458 WSW 2.528 SW 2.611 NE 2.164 CLMi 2.388
450-499 FFET MSL
13-1 13-2 11-3 13-4 13-5 (1)
ESE 9.409 NE 8.444 E 8.319 ENE 7.921 ENE 10.478
Sw 8.563 ENE 7.891 SSW 1.908t) S 7.371 NE 10.270
NNE 5.888 E 7.892 ENE 7.500 NNE 7.114 E 10.066
SSW 7.907 SW 7.822 NNE 7.336 SSW 6.933 ESE 8.6,4
25-1 (I) 25-2 25-3 25-4 25-5
S 4.016 5 3.7V0 WSW 3.719 S 4.011 SSE 4.394
SSW 3,99/ SSW 3.769 SSE 3o584 SS9 4.017 S 4.102
CLM 3.559 SSE 3.605 S 3.535 SSW 3.441 SW 3e841
SW 3.525 SW 3.51? SW 3.466 SW 3.273 SSW 3.034
500-549 FEET MSL
9-1 9-2 (1) 9-3 9-4 (1) 9-5
ESE 11.251 SSE 9.593 ESE 1'1 117 E 9.299 ESE 12.037
SE 9.338 SE 8.707 E 9.709 S 8.7QU E 10.812
SSE 9.264 E 8.657 SSE 9.529 SF 9.900 SW 10.374
Sw 9.055 ENE 8.411 WSW 9.4?o ESE 8.517 ENE 9.531
21-1 (i) 21-2 21-3 21-4 21-5
ESE 6.379 E 4o95i) E 5.412 ENE 5.198 E 6.202
E 4.621 ENE 4.173 ENE 5.061 E 4.356 NE 5.774
NNE 4.602 NE 3.925 NE 4.245 NE 3.749 ENE 5.544
SSW 3.637 ESE 3.5•5 N 3.595 NNE 3.360 NNE 4.426
23-1 23-2 23-3 23-4 23-5
ESE 7.052 E 7,409 ENE 7o841 ENE 6.923 E 7.331
F 6.784 NE 5.9d2 E 7.492 NF 5.741 NE 6.861
NNE 6.080 ENE 5.392 NE 6.337 E 5.597 ENE 6.340
N 5.594 ESE 5.256 NNE 5.9214 NN E 4.974 ESE 6.157

9-A7-1 (1 ) 39-2 19-3 11-4 13 c -9
SW 5f66 S3F 5.306 1 C 5.161 S 4.939 SW 5.225
SS.N 5,294 S., 4.767 ENE 4.331 Wq 4.716 E 4.937
CLY 4.708 ENE 4.440 E 4,.250 ENE 3.962 S 4.900
E 4.628 5 4.2t3 SW 4.074 S3W 3o)20 SSw 4.766
A HOVE 600 FEET- MSL
29-1 29-2 2-)-3 (1) 2-)-4 29-5
CL'4 7.364 SE 5.017 SE c ./I3 F)F 7.351 CL04 7.666
SE 7.228 SSE 5.913 SSU 5.b14 C)E 6.L40 SE 6.109
SSE 5.950 S 5.502 S '.155 crE 5.46) SSE 5.850
S 5.832 CLLM 4.833 NE 5.046 CLY. 5.023 S 59164
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figure 16. The four highest direction-cericentrations

for each sulfur dioxide site.
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concentration directions of other stations for a partic-

ular site. 1e see in Table 2g site 22, and wind station

3, (22-3) that one of the four highest maximums occurred;

4.641 micrograms per cubic meter, when the wind was

blowing from the ESF. Looking at the data from the four

other wind stations and site 22's concentrations, no two

other maximums were reported in the Intervals E, FSF,

or 57. %e then consider 22-3 a deviation. Deviations

are listed in parenthesis to the right of site-station

desig •ator.

Sulfur dioxide Site 4 shows the best agreement

between the five wind stations. Sites 38 and 34 have

the greatest spread. Both of these latter sites are

located near to the bluff which borders the j.Isslsslppl

River flood plain on the east indicating a possible

topographical effect.

Wind station 4 shows the least number of devia-

tions, of the five wind stations for all sites.

The four highest concentration-direction voctors

of wind station 4 were plotted on an area map (figure 16).

The vectors extend in the direction from which the wind

is blowing. The vector length Is proportional to t.ie

sulfur dioxide concentration (micrograms per cubic meter).

The majority of the site vectors point in toward

the general sector center of the metropolitan SA. Louis

business and industrial co::plex. This is a typical pat-

tern for a metropolitan area (37). 3ites 23, 39, and 40
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indicate sulfur dioxide source to the south and vest of

their location. the pollution rose for Site 9 indicate

relatively high concentrations from the northeast# going

clockwise, through the west-southwest* hiLe site Is

located in a residential area where coal is used as a

domestic heating fuel. There is alsosome heavy in-

dustry nearby* See Appendix A for site classifications&

(11).

VERTICAL TEMPh;RATURE DIFFMAGE3E

2oe temperature lapse rates recorded on the

M0M TV lover differ appreciably from the norml open

oountry vertical theruml structure. The data show a

greater frequency of unstable conditions. The TLL*

appears to be most stableo with 7HL showing increo'sod in-

stability. Appendix D shows the hourly frequencies and

percentages for each of fiv, stability sategorioes

The temperature-differences were divided into

five categories: superadiabatie. dry-adiabatic, lapse,

isothermal and inversion. The dry-adiabatic lapse rate

in the lover boundary of the atmosphere approxlates

5eJ4 F per 1000 feet* Therefore:

TLL. .• n 122 feet. * ry-diabatio lapso

Rate a -0,0588 -OA TAL •Ti-325 ftet. L•ry-adiabatli

Lapse Rato- -1.755 -1.87 THL HTin203 foot. Dry-adiabatio

C Defined in Convention and Symbols pp ts.
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Lapse Rate - -1.096 - 11Y. tib superadiabatlo lapse rate

Is less than dry-adiabatie lapse rate. The lapse sondi-

tion Is greater than -O.TF and basa than O.OF. The

isothermal lapse rate Is equal to O.OF and the inversion

Is greater than O.OF0

Figure 17 shows the hourly frequencies for the

stability categories. The requirement for a specific

temperature difference for tho dry-adiabatic and Isothermal

categories result In a lower frequency of occurrences

There is in the TLL data an apparent six hourly

cycle of frequencies in the superadiabatlo and Inversion

categories. The suporadiabatio builds up to peaks at

0600, 1200, 1700-1800t and 2400 local tiee then falls

paý#dly. The fluctuations In the inversion conditions

have peaks occurring one hour later and decrease gra-

dually* The major maxima of frequency of occurrences in

these peaks occur when one would expect them; 1200 for

the superadiabatic eonditions and 0700 for the inversion

eQnditions. This feature needs additional investigation.

The lapse conditions show an 0700 and 1400 trough,

otherwise they are spread throughout the day with the

maximum ocourring durrng daylight hours,

THlL Instability is largely attributable to the

presence of superadiabatie conditions, 40.9 percent of

the time during daylight hours and the m•aximua of 66

occurrences at 1300. %be superadiabatic conditions drop

off sharply at 1600 and continue through the night
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averaging 22 occurrences for each night hour.

The THL dry-adiabatic conditions were dispersed

over the twenty-four hour period with a maximum occur-

ring late afternoon-early evening.

The TEL lapse condition shows a maximum during

the nocturnal period with an approximate average of

thirty occurrences f±7r each hour. Noticeable is a

minimum number of occurrences during the superadiabatic

maximum.

During night time an average of t,1o hourly THL

isothermal conditions occur over the sampling period

with none during daylight hours. There also was an.

absence of inversions during daylight hours with a maxi-

mum frequency of twenty-six hours at 0400 and twenty-five

times at 0700. The occurrences fall off sharply from

0800 to none at 1300.
The temperature differences over the ±AL interval

show the lapse to be the predominant condition. A slight

maximum occurrence during the evening hours and a mini-

mum during the period 0400 to 0900.

The TAL inversion category shows no occurrences

from 1400 through 1800 with maximum occurrences at 0700.

The frequency of occurrences drop off rapidly after 0900.

Dry-adiabatic conditions have the same confi~uratic with

maximum frequencies during daylight hours.
Table 3 giving the durations of superadiabatic

and inversion conditions also shows TIlL to be most unstable.
!
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The average hourly temperature dizference curv6es

for the -MX '114 Tower data are shown In /ibure Tle

Four hourly observations were dinoarood as beinE in

error because of extre,,lj high values:
Station Station

4 5
11 reoemoor 0400 'HL 19.4 F 059)/10 064/15
28 Deoemaber 1300 TLL 19.9 F U44 /O 146/06

2 Februak-1 0600 TLL 19.4 F 096/06 MSG
13 Februarj 1100 TLL 19.4 F 312/15 277/13

Pos ibly those were due to a smoke plum.e onjulfing, the

thormohm unit. Tb. wind direction was not the sare

in all oases, rulng out the sznoke comin6 from one

source*

Tha &".L curiv4 arnd its reflection of the UAL

curve does not portra$ a systeumtic protresaion of

temperature-differenoes tnrou,b the day, %he naximur.

positive ditference occurred at 2000 ratuer than at

sunrise as one would expect.

The T&L curve shows a normal hourly pro1 ression.

Yrom 0000 to 0700 increasin6 staollity after sunrise

increasing instsbilitj to a maxixum at 1300 and gradual

increase in stability thereafter.

The only conclusions one can draw from tAs are

that tuere is increased ins oilitj in the XkL com-

pared to the TLL. Since TAL is an additicn of TLL and

THL, It represents a s:ioothing of the TLL curve by the

THL. No specific relationship can be determined*

46
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I

432 ~ ~ S 44j!J S~ K 4 .

Figure 20. Site coniorming to "Cla'ssl'cal Thieory"

Concentration-Lapse Rate (Yax~nmur)
Concentration-Lapse Rate (Secondary axitnum)
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a,7

a13

Figure 21.. .Ates conf ormi ng to "Cltassical Theory"
TAL.

Concentration- Las Rate (Maximum)
Concentration- L~apse Rtate (Secondary Maximum)
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F1gu re 22. Sites niot confominqn t(,-, "Classical
Theory" TLL.
Concentrat1'ri-Lapsp Rate (.Y.'ax1vn<
Concpntration-L~are R~ate (Secorv"iry Ma>IrnumT)
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a7 v

Figure 24. Sites not conforminen to "Classical
Theory" TAL.

Concentration-Lapse Rfate (Maximum)
ConcentratIon--Lapse Rate (Secondary Maximum)
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The sulfur dioxide concentrations at various

sites were examined to determine their relationship

to tho tower temperature-difference accord.nE to the

five lapse rate catej;orivs descrioed above in the

vertical temperature differences section. The per-

centage frequencies were determined for coricentzatione

categories equal to or greater tiian .00 less t haaz .0F PPM,

equal to or treater than .01 less than .)3 PPi, equal

to or 6reater than .J3 and less than o0c r?,X, and breater

than .05 PYAi and tne average concentration (microgram

per cuoic mPter) for tae durtTion of waaa lapse rate

conditiono

As a lirst approaca, one would expect maximum

concentrations to occur with a stable lapse ratel pri-

marily with an inversion, secondarily witb an isothermal

condi-tono the lapse rate condition versus sulfur

dioxide concentrations were comput-d for each site using

the three temporature-differences =.vasured on tae tower.

"lue averube site concentrations for each J yer

lapse rate were then examined for conforaity to the

"Classical Theorj". L e deviatirn. and eonformint

sites were plotted on charts . see If tnerv was an

areal distribution of the aunormalitiea (figures 19,

20, 21, a2, 23, c4). Only aites 13 ano 22 oonforwd In

all cases. bit* 22 Is located in the floce plain and

site 13 Is located on hi•h ground.
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On examirnni the anomaly charts, we find the

TLL Chart (figure 22) shows the greatest number of

deviations. The deviations are dispersed throughout

the sampling area. Thu.5 there is not an apparent

topographical reason for the deviations from the

"Classical. Theory 4 .

The f£iL and TAL anomaly charts (22) (23) show

a relationship with the topography. None of the hiah

ground stations are displayed on these charts. The

chart shows the ThL anomalies occurring mostly In the

northern flood plain sites and TAL anomalies at the

southern flood plain sites.

The maximum concentrations occurring during

other than stable atr.os:heric conditions would indicate

that the "fuziatlon" process is of considerable

importance at these sites. This Is fur.'-aer sup.orted

by the greater number of deviations with TLL. Thusr we

would conclude at selected sites, aore sulfur dioxide

is collected during unstable conditions. The .-HL and

TAL are equally representative of "Cltasical £heory".

ZxaaInin8 extended lapse rate conditions, Table

3 shows superadiabatic and inversion conditions lasting

ten hours or more.
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TEMEiRAURE DIFr'&RhfCS iQMuX TV 10PIER
VS. AJS.;L??I RIVr.R BOTIuY

Arnold (1) mentions the differenoe oetween tem-

perature s(undiriZ., made witb a Wiresonde Set AI/UKf-4j,

at the WEW lower in the IMississippi River bottom& and

at the XM1X TV Tower, The Wto Tower Is six and one-half

muiles sli~htly south of due east from the rjAOX IV lower*

It Is located at the intersection of Bunkum Road and the

Jarding ditch& jhe &round elevation at w&W is 415 feet

MSL, An analysis of Arnold's data coverinr the period

September 6 to November 30 Is stiown on Table 4o

Table 4. Comparisons .:YIUX TV Tower exoeeds

a WEW wiresonde Temperature

September 6, 1963 to November 30, 1963

Level Feet Sunrise Sunset

455 96% 56%
125 .5% 68%

X 43% 4

- Octooerp 1963

455 75% 54%
125 92% 67%
0 WD 62% 71%

November, 1963

455 79% 66%
125 87% 66%
GND 32%

Total Observation feriod

455 6d% 58%
125 96% 66%
OGD 46A 50%
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Arnold determined the height of the kytoon by

sigbtini it through a clinomoter and then readln6 the

height from a table supplied with tne wiresonde and

adjusted for five percent altitude loba due to nooring

oaole sago. his lowest ascent was 800 foet. This ex-

perience of the author of this thesis Indicates a one

degree error with a clinometer ai 6 htion is quite feasibleo

'inerefore, at 80U feet and with a 2#2U0 feet mooring

*ablol the si~htlng error would result in approximately

3d feet altitude error or a +0.14 F. This In only

slJghtly hihher tbhn the AJMJX TV Tower temperature

error, and well within Arnold's calibration oneck, a

deviation of plus 0.4 F with a thermo6raph one-half

mile away.

This indicates that tnore Is, as one would ex-

pect, a difforent vertical thermal structure between

the central oitj versus the flood plain Interurban area.

because of a possible mean error of plus 9U4 F we can

only consider this as an indicator and attempt to draw

some inferences from It.

In the winter with the wind olowing heated air

from the central city# one would expect stablization

of the boundary layer ur the atmosphere, resulting In

more stable conditions In the suburban areas* -

Also analysis reveals on only four occasions did

an isothermal or inversion ccndition not exist at sunrise
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and sunset at the EWX1 Tower. Two times duriln the

period there was not an inversion .in tbae i0X Tower#

while one exi.ted at Wk'o and on one ooaasion an

inversion existed at MOIX and none at WkW. The In-

versions at WXW were generally atronier than at K.UX.
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WIND DIUhCT'OX.N AAL -3k~.LLI'A

The complexity of the air pollution problem be-

comles more evident upon exaainln figure 25* k•ntered on

the chart is the; wind direction, lapse rate conditions

for the THL and TLL# and strength of the inversions#

site *¢nvontratiab per' ooncentrat1Qrn-Jj•, =ssn and

median concentration for tCe sampling period, and

directions from which maximum concentrations occur#

The day of the week is entered since a possible decrease

in industrial activity over the week end would cause a

decrease In ooncentratioi. The stability categor4 hour se-

ctions were divided into THL on the top half and ILL on

the bottom half. The Inversion cate~ory was further

classified aocordinr to Intensity. A bar coverin6 only

the lower one half of the layer's portion signifies a

weak Inversion, i.e. less than plus 1.0 F. A bar

covering the entire layerls hour portion was used to

Indicate a. stron6 irhersion of plus 1.0 F or greater.

The concentrations have units of FPh4 to the nearest

tenth of a PPHM.

An inversion of ten hours or more was the cri-

teria for the listed days with the exception of

January 16-17 and February 2-3. Site 25 experienced

the maxiunim concentration collected during the sampling

period on January 16-17. February 2-3 was arbitrarily

selected as a week end day with a minimum of Inversion

(
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oooOurences. Note also at the extreme right of the

chart, the concentration day# December 31-January 1,

Is out of calendar sequence*

In the followin6 diso,!slorn ideal oonaltoIDs

will mean a stable lapse rate and wind blowin6 from

the directions listed In Taols 2, station 4 (the winds

recorded at the 127 foot level ut the TV Tower)*

?Proper" will refer to winds blowing fro" pollution

source re6ionsp and "poor" or "wronL" r er to winds

not blowing fro•i pollution sourcu regions as-analysed

before*

Considering Site 39, we find ideal stability

and wind direction during the aamp"'nb period on De-

comber 25-i6, yet we note the concentration is

exceptionally low for the site. On January 4-5 with

virtually the same conditions as abore, we note the

maximum concentration of the aanp'.in% period occurred.

Hence we must know what is occurring at the potential

sources* Possibly the prime eource, for sulfur dioxide

at Site 39, was shut down for the Christmas holiday.

With Site a9 under a strone Inversion and proper

wind direction, we note the occurrence of the period of

mid mum eunoentration on January 7. on Jai uary 5 a

ILL weak inversion and poor wind direction produced a

concentration lower than the mn*, January 17 with

the wind blowing from the source region and under pro-

dominantly lapse condltions, we aga h realize a
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sonoentration above the mean. On December I anothker

variable In injected; mt.ýble TLL and unstable THL

occurred with a concentration of J*3 PML4. Ah Oonoen-

tration of 0.3 FP•F is rwaaurod on January 4 and 16.

Here the winds are still from the wrong direction# but

more stable conditions prevail. Under these varying

oondit-onia, equal :oneentratlons occur. 1hese were

not Ideal conditions as on January 7, and as a cons-

quenco, not as hib concentrations.

Tne maximurm concentration of 9.2 ?PrI, at site

40 occurred in a saxiiple collected Deceeer ;L1 and 25,

not shown on the chart. Ihe wind direction during the

twenty-four hour period was favorable and there was a

g strong TIL and 'LL invers. on for five hours. It is

possible that the oulk of the sample was collected

during this short stable period. The second hi6hest

concentration occurred Decemoer 31-January 1*. dere

TEL indicated a variable weak to a stron6 inversion.

The wind direction was favorable, coming first rom

the northeast quadrant and later swinging to the

southwest quadrant. Both were shown previously to be

conducive 6o high concentrations (figure 16). February

10 the w~nds held predominantly from the northeast

quadrant with a weak inversion noted in TLL and THL

wvich was mostly unstable. The resultine concentration

was higher than the mean of 1.7 MPil'. January 4-5(
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shows a stroinb inversion lasating for fourteen hours

and a ILL, inversion for twentj-three hours, of which

ton hours were. stron6 invertions. A maximu=m of plus

5.9 F warn recorded for UL at 0800 on the 5th with

'HiL i=x1mum of plus 4o8 F. The winds were generally

proper with a ooncentration well roeve the median and

mean conoentration. it appears that conditions In

general ware I Ideal than on December .24-25.

Investigating the twenty-four hour sulfur

dioxide concentrations at site 25 we rind a paradox. The

maz.xia soncentration occurred on January 17 under pre-

dominantly lapse Oonditionsp with the wind direction •

*ooming frota the area of maximum pollution as determined

by the -ollution rose. Conoentrations collected on

January 13 under Ideal conditlons for site 25 yielded

twenty-four hour concentration or 7.6 ?Phm; this was

less than the maximum concentration for the sampling

period under loss than Ideal conditions. January 19

and January 20# site 25 concentrations were 5.3 and

1l PFt respectively, not shown on the chart, For

the January 19 sasple THL recorded seventeen hours of

lapse$ one hour superadiabatio and six hours of weak

Inversion. THL at the same time reported four hours

dry-adiabatic# three huutrs superadiabatLc seven hours

lapse, and seven hurs of continous Inversion in

wnioh three hours were stror6 inversion. Winds were

generally proper holding rrom the south.
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The Januiary 20 concentration day shows ILL

*onditions to be; one hour weak Inverionf, one hour

isothermal, sixteen hours lapse and six hours super-

adiabatic. THL conditions were; ten hours lapse and

fourteen hours superadiabatic, Wind conditions were

proper for only twelve hours,

Dtce.noer 5-6 shows ideal conditlonq and we find

a negligible concentration. Thus, trere is again an-

other factor--most likely tue pollutant suuroe, This

dramtically points out the necessity of carefully

examining all factors Involvecc the ao•unt of emission,

transport of pollutant, atmospheric stability, and the

chance of possible error in sample analysis.
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CONCLUSIOJS

1. A comprehensive Investigation of air pol-

lution problem requiresj an Intimate knowledge of the

emission sources# the pollutant samples of a shorter.

time duration than the twenty-four hour sulfur dioxide.

sample used In t,-is thesls, and knowledge of what is

occurring in and above the first rive hundred feet

above the surface*

2. The data on lapse rates and ooncentrationas

indicate stronger average conoentrations occurring# In

rany oases in other than stable oonditions. 1hose re-

suits are certainly subject to questions The assumption

that the pollution was uniform throubhout the twenty-

four hours is questionable since a diurnal variation in

the sulfur dioxide concentration has been snown In tae

studies by Schuememan (27)o Murino (24) In the 3t. Louis

area# also at Nashville (37) and dirminghbam (18), In

the St. Louis area the samples used by Murino and

3chuemean were taken In the source regions& thus som

otber dlurnal variation my oocu. in remote sites,

JRegardless of the errors that my so Introduced by the

assumptions It would seem that the large number of

oases showin& maximum concentrations occurring during un-

stable conditions show that "fuAigation" Is an important

process In the St. Louis metropolitan areae The miaLui

alerage concentrations wore indicated for all sulfur

64
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diozide sites, above 500 feet NSL. d•zing Stable con-

ditions at the THL (fi1ure 20). The TUL ai~ppe.rs to

fulfill the *Classical Theory* for Sites above 500

feet M3L.

3. The pollution roses based on wind data at

station 4 (Table 2) Indicate directions from bilch

maximu concentrations originate. The directions in-

dicated for the twenty sites in this study (figure 16)

appear to be reallstic. Witn samples of shorter Oura-

tionp these will be further refined. Station 4# the

tower's lower anemometer, seemod to oe most representa-

tive when compared with the other four wind stations.

4. KYWX LV lower temperature differences 'show

possible man-made six hour periodic influences on the

%LL. The '1HL was snown to be =re unstable than 'ILL.

5. Analysis Q.f Arnold's (1) data abows a dif-

ference In the vertical thermal structure between the

A)WX TV Tower and the ?,;iaslssippi River flood plain

during the ia11 season, and this author feels this

would be accentuated in winter time.

6. There was no build-up In the pollution

level Inoicated during the longer stable periods. Such

build ups would be more typlcl of fall when there are

stagnation perious lastin% for as lon6 as five days.

7. The sain 4 le twenty-four hour saziyle of the

sulfur dioxide conoentrations is more appropriate for

an air quality study than for a meteorological Investi-

gation.
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lo Very little data have been published re-

gardi•g~ the vertical thermal structure over urban areas.

The short three-month period sugtested a&periodic

character in the TLL. Since it was held to 0600# 120U#

1800# and 2400, this may be a man-made influence, The

reason for this phenomenon should be determined.

2. Eytoon or similar temperature measurinr

bochniques should be. used in different !o.atlowzz In

the urban area. This would allow determination of the

atmospheric stability above the tower and help to In-

terpret fumidation situations*

39. Therl mapping of the atmospnere and

ground sutface in metropolitan St. Louis would determine

the center of tae heat island and thermal variations

across the metropolitan area. 1hese variations may be

related to pollutant concentrationso

4* Sulfur dioxide sdould be sampled In the

fall so as to include a prolonged period of stagnation.

Partioular attention should oe given to examinin% pol-

lutant build up over the stagnation period,

5e The inter-relationships between broad scale

synoptic patterns and metropolitan vertical temperature

structure should be investitated.

6. Tower wind gustiness and pollutant coneen-

trationsp wind direction flucuations and their effect

on sulfur dioxide concentrations should be examined,

66
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1) 7. In the St. Louis-East St. Louis area

wind observations in the Mississippi River flood

plain should be made. Under stable conditions.

there could be significant differences.
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PENDIX A. SULFUR DIOXIDE NETWORK

APCA RECO01NDED STANDARD METi-ODS OF NA
CLASSIFICATION

Le Zone Sources Direction Ar

L FF 2 steam generating power plants Ir
1 chemical plant E Ir
Several industrial and commercial power plants S S,

W C.

BD Low income residential area N RE
Considerable space heating accomplished with E Re
hand fired units
Small heavy industrial area approximately S RI
1/2 mile away W Rf

5 BF Industrial power plants approximately 1/3 mile N S(
away in east to south quadrant E RF

S R
W RI

AE Commercial and industrial activity 1/3 mile in N R,
E Rf
S R f
W RE

CB Commercial activity to north and east N Cc
Residential to south and west E C

S Rf
W Rf

AA N R.
E Rf
S Fif
W R,

9 AA Shopping center 1/2 mile south N R,
E R,
S R,
W R,

9 AA Chemical plant 1/2 mile west N R,
Cement plant 1/2 mile south E R

S- R.
W R

2 FF N I:

E 11
S I.
W I

4 AB Power plant 1/3 mile so'uthwest N R.
Mixed industrial 1/3 mile east E R,

S Rf
W
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NARRATIVE CLASSIFICATION BY DIRECTION FROM SAMIPLING STATION

Ion Activity

Industrial
Industrial, commercial and storehouses, Mississippi River 1/3 mile
Storehouses and industrial
Commercial and industrial

Residential
Residential and commercial, with industrial area approximately

1/2 xile
Residential and commercial
Residential

School and residential
Residential, with industrial 1/3 mile away
Residential, with industrial 1/3 mile away
Residential and commercial

Residential with commercial and Industrial activity 1/3 mile away

Resident2 a 1
Residential
Residential with commercial and industrial activity 1/4 mile away

Comc-rcial
Commercial
Residential
Residential

Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential

Residential
Residential
Residential with commercial 1/2 mile
Residential

Residential
Residential
Residential with cemrnt plant 1/2 mile south
Residential with chemical plant 1/2 mile west

Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industr~ll

Residential with commerclil 1/3 mile
Residential with industry 1/3 mile
Residential with power ;lant 1/3 mile
Residenti ia



)pendix A continued

APCA RECOMMENDED STANDARFD METHODS OF
CLASSIFICATION

.te Zone Sources Direction

6 FF Large industry but not heavily developed N
NE
S
W

.6 AA Heavy industrial 1/3 mile southeast N
K
SW

.8 FB Industrial west, residential and commercial N
east E

:2 AA Chemical plant 1imile north N

W }

!6 AA N
E
SW

!8 CG N

E
S
W

i0 AB Heavy Industrial 1 mile southN

E
S
W

•4 AGN

E
S
W

•8 • N

S
W

,0 AA N

E

W

Aw
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NARRATIVE CLASSIFICATION BY DIRECTION FROM SAt.PLING STATION

Direction Activity

N Industrial
E Industrial large industry, not heavily developed
S Industrial
W Industrial

N Residential
E Residential
S Residential with some heavy industry 1/3 mile
W Vacant land

N Industrial-residential
E Residential-commercial
S Industrial-residentisl
W Residential-commercial

N Residential with commercial activity 1/4 mile - chemical
plant 1 mile

E Residential
S Residential
W Residential

N Residential
E Residential
S Residential
W Residential

N Rural
E Rural-residential 1/2 mile
S Semi-rural
W Rural

N Residential
E Residential
S Residential-heavy in(ustrial I mile
W Residential - apartmcnts

N Rural
E Rural
S R~sidential-rural
W Rural

N Residential
E Residential
S Residential
W Residential

N Residential
E Residential
S Residential
W Residential
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Appendix A (continued)

Sulfur Dioxide Nztwork

-- Classification of the Area

The area served by each jar will be classified
according to the character of'urban activity in
the vicinity of th- station. The type of activity
within one quarter mile of the station will determine
the primary classification. A secondary classifica-
tion will be determinrd by the type of activity
w~thing one-half mile fron. a-condary classification,
such as Zone AA or Ar etc.

Note should be made of amy major source or
sources of sulfur dioxide discharged within one mile
of the station.

The areas will be classified es follows:

Lone A Residential, low dpnsity (less than
ten units/acre and non riral).

A dwellin unit= one family occupancy

L.one B Residential high density seven to ten
units/acre

Zone C Commercial neighborhood
Shopping district

Lone D Commercial central distzict

Zone E Industrial low air pollution rotpntial

Zone F Industriel with air :ýollution potential

Zone G Rural one dwelllng/five acres or larger
area
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APPEND I X B
502 POLLUTION ROSES 4 1
CONCENTRAT I O.N FRcEQUE.ICY-PEfCE1T TOTAL FIRS

WND PPM PP, 1 P.Po GREATER TOTAL AVG
DIR *00-*01 .o1-o)3 *03-.05 THAN .1-5 PERCENT U3/CU.,"4
N *305 1.711 2.689 1.466 6.173 4.687
NNE .244 o366. o733 *48P 1.833 5.097
NE *244 e427 ,122 .183 *9.77 3,1,O'3
ENtE ,488 ,244 *0.0O .183 .916 2.709
E 1.344 1o415 o305 1.161 4.217 3,4 L,
ESE .183 o488 .061 •977 19711 50113
SE 000.0 2*750 .122 1161 4•034 4.491
SSE .305 1*589 9366 1*222 394E4 5.521
S 9672 3*056 2m567 4e523. 119'819 6,1ý4'
•SSW ,427 ,916 ,244 50112 6.*6.I 89533
S1. 1 .122 ,733 .122 2.261 .23? 9.360

"-WSW .427 .855 .122. 1.955 3-361 7.*1.5
W 3:300 4,951 o427 4o5F4, 13.264 4,,46
WNW 3o056 .3.e422 .366 2.261 9.107 3.758
NW 1*650 4.645 e55) o977 7.823 2*.45
NNW *427 2o9)5 10283 ,611 5-317 3.760

CALM 0..00 .244 ,183 ,"61 ... 488 69130
TOTAL NO. VALID HCURS I' T.I'E PE?I.r 1636

502 POLLUTION ROSECS 4 ?
COiNCEITRAT I O' F REt' L;rY-pE r CEP";T TOT!L , -ARS

V-!ND PPM PP1 PP"I G EATErE TOTNIL AVG
DIR o00-*31 .C1-.'3 o13-o05 THA " on5 PER QCEIT '.;G/C U,,
N .611 2.576 1.711 1.955 6 a 7 t4, 4,457
NNE ,427 1.,02 1.059 . 672 3 * 78 4.294
NE .183 .483 .1893 .611 !4-66 5.374
ENE 5550 .395 .122 .55r 1.529 4. 13
E 1.344 1.161 o12 •916 3 r .. 357
ESE 1.283 .91 .0.1 OIL?7 2? c) 2?.4(69
SE .794 3.30') .122? 16425 5 362 %,567
SSE .672 213 391.*)3? .7•261 6,11 e.2,,
S .488 2.444 1 0i?4 c- * -74"5 I0.57," a.5.7
SSW .183 1 *47.5 .427 5.134 7.151 8 5;i
Sw .395 o7) 4 .305 4 4'2 6 5.867 .,756
WSW .427 1o2 "3 .,27 2.506 4.645 7on54
W 1.833 3o973 .672 4.4•00 Ic0•& 5.388
WNW 3*31'). 0 2.628 ,244 1.772 7.946 3o14$
NW 2,261 4.217 .57? 2,444 90596 3s763

2. 2872 4o,45 1. 772 I,]61 10,452 2,86A
CAL C, . . .0 . ?66 .. e44.7

TOTAL '1O. VALID H(•U; I TI 1636

I.
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APPENDIX . CONTi1I1UE0
502 POLLUTION ROSES 4 3
COINCENITRAT ION FRE7U;NCY-PEPCPqT TOTAL H?ý

IND PPM PPM PP GIZE ITEP TOTAL AVG
DIR o0o-.j .01--.'3 .03-eC5 THAN o,05 PERP.CNT UGLG/CU,'!
N .211 2.824 3.319 .423 6.779 4@20H
NINE .353 .988 .P47 .847 3.036 4.778
NE *211 .423 3 282 o42.3 1.341 4,923
ENE 19059 .776 0.000 .776 2.612 3.140
E 1.341 .847 .211 1.412 3.813 3*96q
ESE .282 *918 o~co0 .159 29259 5o,88
SE e494 2.118 *211 .I,2c0 4o025 3.946
SSE .423 1.906 1o59 '2.9683 6.073 5.718.

5 .847 1.836 2.189 *.638 11.511 6.88P
SSW .353 .*918 .070 .954 5.296 9.1142
SW *282 o918 .353 * . 683 4923.7 8.613a
WSW .07r e353 .282 2o471 3o177 9*8Co
W 1.977 3.248 *211 .. 601 9.039 50387
WNW 3.107 3.319 .353 2.612 9*392 4.915
NW 3*248 6.497 .211 2.04c 12*OOS 2*942
NNW .988 2.754 10906 ,t47 6.497 3o.784

CALV 00.101 1.203 .282 .1.977 3.460 6.62P
TOTAL N0. VALID HOJPS I' TI '-'F P I'jL 1416

S02 PCLLUTION -ROSES 4 4
CONCENTPATIONl FEC~'.'ECY-P=PCFT T-TAL •S

WND PP.i PP'4 ppV. GREA'TE• TOTAL /,VG

DIR .s0-o01 ",1-s"3 o03-o05 THA N o'5 PEPCEPT UG/Cu.'4
N 1r,¢32 3.157 2.185 1.639 8.014 lo946
NNE .728 1.457 .30? .971 3.460 4o)70
NE 1.335 1.092 .303 .667 3.4-'0 20953
EfE 1.214 .728 .182 1.032 3.157 3.796
E o546 .667 .121 .607 1.942 3*39.
ESE e182 .1.639 0.aC! .364 2.155 3. 42
SE .425 2.489 .242 .971 4.12R 3098)

.SSE .425 2.428 1.457 1,700 6.010 4.531
s 0850 2.367 1.27r 9o775 14.268 9.024
5SW . 60 e971 182 4.614 58.32S 8.559
SW *121 1,032 .242 4,614 6.010 8.5p9
WS• 1*821 2.367 .24? 2*732 7.164 5 16

2.185 4.735 *72 * %217 !e.86P 4.o064
W lo,, 1.092 3.035 o242 r971 5o343 3o215
NW 1.214 1214 .42Ž .79n 3.642 3o318
N'W 1.396 1.942 2.*4ý 1.3?5 7o164 3.865

CALM 0.00 1 4,457 1.032 1.153 3.642 5*242
TOTAL lO. VALID HOUR S I TIME I1D- 1) 1647



APPENDIX B CONTINUED
S02 POLLUTION ROSES 4 5

CONCENTRATION FREQUENCY-PEERCFNT TOTAL HRS

WND PPM PPM PP•.I GýEATER TOTAL. AVG

DIR .C0-.C! .91-o")3 oC3-.,5 THAN .05 PERCErN T ,,/CU..

N s317 2.338 2.030 1.784 6.461 4.395

NNE .246 .861 1.169 .73. 3.01¶ 4o.361

NE o246 o123 o.246 o73,- 1.353 60115
""1 2 123 1.846 5.993ENE o615 00,,,10 19 7 4*395I

E .553 3o000- *123 .o Bo t"0
'ESE .184 .123 00000 o492 o 799 40923

SE7 .246 1.046 .061 .861 ..215 4.733

SSE .246 2.461 1.353 2.40.0 '6.461 5.220

S 1.169 2.215 10533 8.123 13.0.46 6.617

SSW *.307 .615 o307 3.753 4o984 8.8.15

W *430 0430 .184 3.753 4.799 9.912

WSW 1.292 2 o123 2.646 6.092 6.215

W 2.461 4.061 -23 4.24+6 11o6')2 4*SC5
WNW 1.1C7 2.0% .184 1.415 4.73F 4.'13

NW " 1.476 1.415 .24;` 1.169' 4307 3,837

NNW 1.723 2.030 I eo212 .923 5.969 3.439

CALM M .009 .061 .. , • .104 .246 7.166

TOTAL NO. VALID HOJRS 11 TI'M'E ?-I E D 1625
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APPENDIX D
PERCENT OF LAPSE RATE PER HOUR OF DAY

FREQUENCY OF LAPSE RATE PER HOUR OF DAY

HOUR SUPER DRY LAPSE ISOTHERMAL INVERSION
ADIAWATIC AOIABATIC

127-249 FOOT LAYER
1 3 0 18 4 61

.145 0.000 .*875 .194 2.966
2 4 2 20 10 50

.194 *097 .972 .486 2.431

3 4 3 25 7 47
.194 .145 1.215 3340 2.285

4 6 1 30 5 44
.291 .048 1.459 .243 2.140

5 7 2 39 6 31
.340 .097 1.896 e291 1507

6 10 2 43 6 24
*486 0097 2.091 .291 1.167

7 5 0 12 .5 63
.243 0.000 .583 .243 3.064

8 -5 2 27 7 44
.243 .097 1.313 .340 ?.140

9 10 .0 34 12 29
.'486 0.000 1.653 .583 1.410

13 10 2 51 3 19
.486 .097 2.480 .145 .924

11 1t 4 57 1 .13
e535 .194 2.772 .048 .632

12 21 4 45 6 10
1.021 .194 2.188 .291 .486

13 4 4 44 3 31
.194 .194 2.140 .145 1,507

14 8 5 46 6 21
.389 .243 2.237 .291 1.021

15 9 7 43 7 20
*437 131-0 2.391 .340 .972

16 I! 6 49 10 11
.535 .291 2,334 o496 .535

17 17 1 44 5 19
.326 0.48 2.143 .243 99Z4

18 17 49 5 15

.826 TO"," .383. .243 .729

19 2 I 21 6 56
*t'797 o 48 ,*2 ! ,91 2e723

21 29 7 47
.145 ".mO i0 .212 .3485

21 4 1 32 II 38
.194 ' I,' %6 .535 1.848

22 5 1 9 35
.243 ý.4c 1,702 ,437 1&7'2

23 7 2 7 31
,34ý , 9 7• i. • . ,40 Io,•7

24 1I 3 3Q 7 26
.535 0145 1,396 *340 1,264
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APPE~jDlx D CONI"ITVjEr
249-452 FOOT LAYEP
1 .27 9 4 116

1.313 o437 101459 .194, .778
2 .18 7 4^1 2 19

o875 e.34-~ le;45 a r97 9:3 25 4 31 3 23
1.215 .194 15% 7 .145 16118

42.6 32. '2. 2 6
.972 o.29 1 1 .5,56 0097 .1*264

5ý 15 9 17 3 22
.729 0,389 1.799 *'45 1.070

6 25 6 31 -3 2
1.215 .291 1.577 .14F5 .972

7 26 9 24 1 25
1.264 o437 1.1r%4P 1.1

3 3C 3 27 2 23
1.459 .145 1*313 0097 1.1189 33 6 24 4 18
106C.5 .291 1*167 *194 .87519 38 9 25 2 1
1P.48 e4327 1,215 r"? 7 *535

11411 1 4

12 s112941
29675 B583 .778 .'48 P,9

i3 66 7 13 0

14 61 9. 16 0
2o966 *!37 9779,000

15 5 2 14 2z - 0*2.529 .6'0 .72 t,
1 417 0

.17 46 1 S0
2*2327 o 63' 0 ? 1,

S45 7 ?7 7

1. 1 14 319
1 0556 oiI 5- 7 9.20.3

1 03 61 *496 1 0!')5 .99 .33
18 12 4 2

.&712 453 2140 .3
U 2 9 51 13

23 12 3 1 16

24 27 7 32 21
Io3 13 e.340 1e.,56 %797
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APPENDIX D CONTINUED
127-452 FOOT LAYER

1 1 0 66 -0 19
*048 0.000 3e210 0.000 *924

2 2 1 63 1 19.
*097 *048 3.064 .048 *924

3 3 0 59 0 24
9145 0.000 2.869 0.000 1.167

4 5 0 55 1 25
.243 0.000 2o675 .048 1.215

5 5 2 54 4 20
.243 e097 2.626" .194 .972

6 6 2 56 0 21
.291 o097 2.723 0.000 1.021

7 4 0 54 1 26
.194 0.000 2.626 .048 1.264

8 4 1 56 0 24
*194 .048 2.723 0.000 1.167

9 10 0 54 0 21
".486 00000 2.626 o.000 1.021

10 12 3 59 0 11
,583 .145 2,869 00000 .535

11 15 7 6i 0 4
.729 .340 2.918 0.000 .194

12 33 8 43 . 2
1.605 .389 2.091 0.000 .097

13 1+ 12 60 0 0
.680 .583 2.918 06000 0.O00

14 21 5 60 0 0
1.021 .243 21918 0.000 0 O00

15 17 7 62 0 0
.826 .340 3.015 t.CCO 0.00o

16 15 4 .67 0 0
.729 .194 3.258 n.0n0 %0C)

17 11 3 72 0 0
.535 .145 325'I 0.000 I.000

IS 13 e 60 0 5
.632 .389 2.918 0.000 .243

19 C 1 73 0 12
.000 .048 3.55) 0..000 .583

20 1 1 69 1 14
,048 of.48 3.356 ,048 .680

21 3 0 69 0 14
&145 0.n00 3.356 s0.0 .680

22 4 1 651 14
.194 .048 30161 0048 .68'

23 4 2 62 1 16
.194 .097 3.015 .048 .778

24 7 5 56 1 17
.340 .243 2o723 .040 *626
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APPENDIX D CONTINUED
AVERAGE LAPSE RATE PER LAYER
LAYER 127 FT. TO 249 FT. -.229 DEG F.
LAYER 249 FT, TO 452 Fr. -.670 DEG F.
LAYER 127 FT* TO 452 FT* -.899 DEG Fe
THE FRE0QUENCy LAPSE RATE CONDITION PER LAYER
THE PERCENTAGE.A LAPSE RATE CONDITION EXISTS PER LAYER

SUPER DRY LAPSE ISOTHERMAL INVERSION
ADIABATIC ADIABATIC
127-249 FOOT LAYER

194 53 - 869 155 785
9.435 2o577 42e266 7o538 38o18o

249-452 FOOT LAYER
841 210 675 35 295.40&904 10.214 32,830 1.702 14o348

127-452 FOOT LAYER
210 73 1454 11 308

10.214 3.550 70s719 .535 14.980


